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INTRODUCTION 
LET 9 BE A codimension one foliation of a closed manifold M. A proper leaf of 9 is 
called stable if it has an open saturated neighborhood foliated as a product. A 
classical theorem of Reeb [ 121 (see also [6]) says that a compact leaf of 9 is stable if 
and only if it has trivial holonomy. It is natural to ask whether it is possible to 
generalize his theorem to noncompact proper leaves. (Note that compact leaves are 
always proper.) Several results have so far been obtained concerning this problem ([2, 
3, 9, 131). Imanishi showed that the direct generalization does not hold ([S], p. 622). 
Therefore in order to establish a generalization, one must make some homotopical or 
homological restrictions on the leaf. In the. present paper we study the following. 
CONJECTURE. Suppose that a proper leaf of 9 has a finitely generated fundamental 
group. Then it is stable if and only if it has trivial holonomy. 
In [9], the author gave an affirmative answer to this conjecture when the dimension 
of M is three, ‘by using the argument of Novikov[ll]. Independently, Dippolito 
developed his new idea and gave an affirmative answer in general dimension ([3], 
Theorem 4). Later, however, there was found an error in his proof (see [4]) and the 
conjecture again remained open in the case when the dimension of M is greater than 
three. 
Now the main purpose of this paper is to produce a counter example to the 
conjecture in dimension five (Theorem 7.1). 
As an important preliminary, we consider the problem of realizing a given 
noncompact manifold as a leaf of some foliated closed manifold. This problem, which 
will be called the realization problem in foliation theory, is interesting in itself and has 
been studied by many people (e.g. [I, 2, 5, 141). Our result is an extension of a great 
part of a theorem of Cantwell-Conlon ([ 11, Theorem 1) to higher dimensions (Theorem 
3.2). To prove the result, we need a relative version of Thurston’s existence theorem 
[ 151 for compact manifolds with corner (Theorem 2.3). 
In § I, we recall definitions and fundamental properties of holonomy. In 0 2 we give 
the precise statement of a relative version of Thurston’s theorem. The realization 
theorem is stated and proved in 03. Sections 4-7 are devoted to constructing a 
counterexample. In 58 we give problems which remain unsolved in this paper. 
8 1. HOLONOMY 
In this section we review the definitions of holonomy and other basic notions. 
Unless otherwise specified, all manifolds are C” and closed, and all foliations are of 
codimension one and C’ (0 5 r I =) with C” leaves. 
Let (M. I;“) and (M’. 9’) be two foliated manifolds. A diffeomorphism f: M + Ed’ 
is foliation-preserving if for every leaf L of 9, the image f(L) is a leaf of 9’. Let 
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p : M + M/3 be the projection of M to its leaf space (i.e. the set of leaves of 3). The 
saturation of a subset S of M is the subset p-‘p(S). S is saturated if S = p-‘p(S). A 
leaf L of 9 is proper if there is an embedding i : L x (-1, l)+ M such that 
i(L X (0)) = L. 
Definition l.l. A proper leaf L of 3 is stable if there exist an open saturated 
neighborhood (U, Ylu) of L in M and a foliation-preserving diffeomorphism f of a 
product foliation (Lx (- 1, l), {L x {t}}_ I<r<l) onto (U, 91,) such that f(L x {0}) = L. 
We fix a dimension one foliation 2 which is everywhere transverse to 3;. For a point 
x of M, we denote by L, (resp. T,) the leaf of 9 (resp. 2) which contains X. Let V be 
an open neighborhood of 0 in the real line R. A continuous map F : V x [O. 11 --f M is 
called a fence at x if it satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) F(t, s) E LF(,.O, n TF(O.s) for t E V and s E [O, 11. 
(2) F(0, 0) = F(0, 1) = x. 
(3) FI vx(o) : V + M is an embedding. 
If we define YF by yF(F(r, 0)) = F(t, l), we see that yF : F(V X {O})+ F( V X {l}) is a 
well-defined local C’ diffeomorphism. The holonomy pseudogroup of L, at x, denoted 
by %??(L,, x) or briefly by %J’(L,), is the pseudogroup consisting of all yF’s, where F 
ranges over all fences at x. The hofonomy group of L, at x, denoted by X(L,, x) or 
X(L,), is the group consisting of germs at x of all elements of %‘9(L,, x). Let 
fF :[O, l]-, L, be the closed curve defined by IF(s) = F(0, s). Then the holonomy 
homomorphism X at x : T,(L~, x) + X(L,, x) is defined by x([/F]) = (the germ of yF at 
x), where [IF] is the homotopy class represented by IF. 
The following notion is due to Sacksteder and Schwartz[l3]. 
Definition 1.2. X2?(L,x, x) is locally trivial if there exists a neighborhood N of x in 
TX such that for any y E XP(L,, x) if the domain of y is contained in N, then y is the 
identity map. 
It is obvious that the local triviality of %P(L,) implies the triviality of X(L,). But 
the converse is not true generally. In [91, the author characterized the stability of 
(possibly non-compact) proper leaves in terms of the local triviality of holonomy 
pseudogroups, obtaining the following. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let M be a closed manifold and 3 a codimension one foliation of M. 
Let L be a proper leaf of 9. Then L is stable if and only if X??(L) is locally trivial. 
Hector’s trivialization lemma ([7], p. 154) and Dippolito’s Generalized Reeb 
Stability Theorem ([3], p. 418) are results similar to the above theorem. We note that 
the conjecture which we are going to attack requires a stronger characterization than 
their results, i.e. not in terms of holonomy pseudogroups but in terms of holonomy 
groups. 
Here we restate the conjecture. 
CONJECTURE. Let M be a closed manifold and 9 a codimension one foliation of M. 
Let L be a proper leaf of 9 such that n,(L) is finitely generated. Then L is stable if 
and only if X(L) is trivial. 
For convenience of later quotations, we call the above conjecture the Generalized 
Reeb Stability Conjecture (or the GRS conjecture for short). 
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92. A RELATIVE VERSION OF THURSTON’S THEOREM 
In [15], Thurston proved a powerful theorem concerning the existence of codi- 
mension one foliations. In this section we give a relative version of it for manifolds 
with corner, which is adapted in the next section to obtain the realization theorem. 
For simplicity we consider everything in C” category. 
Let R:+={x,, x2,. . . , x,) E R”IX,_, 2 0 and x, 2 O} and R1_ = 
{(Xl, X?, . . . 7 x.) E iRnIxn_, ~5 0 or x, d 0). Suppose that there is given a compact mani- 
fold M with corner. We denote by aM the boundary of M and by LM the corner of 
M. A connected component of LM is convex (resp. concave) if its neighborhood is 
locally modelled on R :+ (resp. R !_). A foliation 9 of M is admissible if 8M is a union of 
two compact submanifolds &,,M and &,M such that &,,M n &,M = LM and that 9 is 
tangent to &,,M and transverse to &,M. 
Definition 2.1. Let M be a compact manifold with corner. A Haefliger structure X 
of M is a triple (E, s, H) such that 
(1) E is a line bundle over M. 
(2) s : M --, E is a cross section of E. 
(3) W is a germ at s(M) of a foliation of a neighborhood of s(M) which is 
transverse to the fibers of E. 
A Haefliger structure X = (E, s, H) of M is nice if 
(4) there is given a bundle monomorphism i : E + TM, where TM denotes the 
tangent bundle of M. 
We denote a nice Haefliger structure by the 4-tuple (E, s, I-U, i). It is a fundamental 
fact that every foliation 9 of M associates a nice Haefliger structure. To see this, we 
do as follows. Fix a Riemannian metric on M and split TM into the Whitney sum of 
the two subbundles T9 and ~9, where T9 is the tangent bundle to 9 and v9 the 
orthogonal complement of T9 called the normal bundle to 9. Let exp: u9+M be the 
restriction of the exponential map to v9 and let i : v9 + TM be the inclusion map. 
Then the 4-tuple (~9, the zero section, exp*9, i) gives the nice Haefliger structure 
associated to 9. 
Definition 2.2. Let X’ = (E, s, I-U, i) be a nice Haefliger structure of M. Let V be an 
open subset of M and 5 a foliation of V. We say that X agrees with 9 on V if 
XIV = (~9, the zero section, exp*9, i) with respect to some Riemannian metric. 
We easily see that X agrees with 9 on V if and only if s is transverse to H on V 
ands*W=%on V. 
For a compact manifold M with boundary we denote by K’(M, 8M; R) the kernel 
of the restriction homomorphism H’(M;R)+H’(aM; 6%). 
Now we can state our relative version of Thurston’s theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M be a compact C” manifold with comer. Suppose that all the 
connected components of LM are convex. Let U be an open neighborhood of aM, 9” 
an admissible foliation of U. and 2 a nice Haefliger structure of M which agrees with 
9” on U. If the connected components of a,,,M consist of B,, Bz.. . . ) Bk and if 
K’(B;, 3Bi: R) # 0 for each i (1 5 i % k). then there exist a neighborhood V (C U) of 
aM and a foliation 9 of M such that 9 coincides with 9v on V. 
Indication of Proof. Since the proof goes parallel with the original proof of 
Thurston. we only outline it. 
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According to Lemma 7 ([ 151. p. 264). there is a C’” foliation 9 with “holes” of M 
agreeing with 3c in a neighborhood of 8M. Following 0 3 in [ 151, we want to modify 
the foliation so that we can choose arcs transverse to the foliation joining the top of 
each hole to the bottom. The argument of Thurston shows that the modification can 
be done if there exists a leaf with nontrivial holonomy in a small neighborhood of 
each Bi (1 2 i 5 k). If B, is not stable, this condition is already satisfied. If B, is stable. 
by the Reeb Stability Theorem we can choose a small saturated collar neighborhood 
C, of Bi which is foliated as a product. that is, (C,, 911cl) is foliation-preservingly 
diffeomorphic to (B, x [0, 11, {Bi x {t}}oc=l~,). We may assume that 51~, is given by the 
l-form dt, where t is the parameter of [0, I]. Since K’(Bi, aB,; W) i 0. there is a closed 
l-form ai of Bi which represents a nontrivial element of K’(B,, aBi; R) and is 
identically zero near 8Bi. We replace Tic, by the foliation given by the integrable 
l-form dt +f(f)(~;. where f is a C” bump function of [O, 11 which is zero near 0 and I. 
and is positive elsewhere on [0, 11. Then the new foliation satisfies the required 
condition for the modification. 
Notice that after this replacement the foliation remains unchanged in a neighbor- 
hood of aM. 
The remainder of the proof proceeds in entirely the same way with Thurston’s 
original one. 
$3. REALIZING A MANIFOLD AS A LEAF 
In this section we consider the following problem: When is a noncompact manifold 
realized as a leaf of some foliated closed manifold? The result obtained in this section 
will be used in subsequent sections to produce a counterexample to the Generalized 
Reeb Stability Conjecture. We begin with some preliminaries. 
Let L be a noncompact manifold. Let E(L) be the set of sequences { Ui}:=, of open 
connected subsets of L satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) a - Ui is a compact connected codimension one submanifold of L. 
(2) Vi+1 C Ui. 
(3) ,9, Ui = 4. 
Two sequences {Ui} and {V,} are called equivalent if for each i, there exists a 
number j such that U, contains V, and that Vi contains Vi. We denote by 8(L) the set 
of equivalence classes of E(L), called the endset of L. Elements of 8(L) are called 
ends of L. We say that a sequence {Vi} defines an end e if {Vi} represents e. A subset 
U of L is called a neighborhood of e if {U,} defines e and U, is contained in U for 
large i. 
8(L) is topologized as follows. For an open subset U of L. we define a subset U, 
of ‘8(L) by U, = {e E a( L)IU is a neighborhood of e}. Let % = { U,I U is an open 
connected subset of L such that v - U is a compact codimension one submanifold of 
L}. We introduce a topology to 8(L) so that % becomes a basis of open sets of 8(L). 
8(L), or simply L, is called of finite type if there is a positive integer r such that 
8”‘(L) is empty, where g”‘(L) is the r-th derived set of 8(L) with respect to the 
above topology. 
Definition 3. I. e E Z(L) is periodic if there exist an open subset U of L and a 
diffeomorphism f of U into itself such that {f’(U)};=,, defines e. 
u-f(U) is called a period of e. U is called a periodic neighborhood of e. We 
denote e by [U. f]. Note that for a periodic end, the diffeomorphism type of its period 
is not uniquely determined. 
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Let e = [U, f] and e’ = [V, g] be two periodic ends of L. If U > V, we define the 
new periodic end f*e’ by f*e’ = [f(V),fgf-‘1 and call it the copy of e’ by f. 
Now consider a manifold L such that 8(L) is of finite type and that each element 
of 8(L) is periodic. A compact submanifold N of L which is obtained from L by 
removing periodic neighborhoods of all the ends of L is called a nucleus of L. 
L - Int N is called a periodic part of L. Note that given such L. we can choose 
various diffeomorphism types as a nucleus of L. 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let L be an open manifold such that 8(L) is of finite type and that 
each element of 8(L) is periodic. If a nucleus N of L can be chosen so that 
K’(N, 8N; R) # 0, then there exist a closed C” manifold M and a transversely orient- 
able C” codimension one foiiation 9 of M such that 9 has a stable proper leaf 
difleomorphic to L. 
Remarks. (1) For the converse of this theorem, the following fact is known. If L is 
a totally proper leaf (i.e. a leaf whose closure consists of proper leaves), then 8(L) is 
of finite type and each end of L is periodic (see [2]). (2) Some manifolds with 
K ‘(N, 8N ; R) = 0 can also be realized as stable proper leaves by using the same 
method as in the proof of the theorem. 
When L is two-dimensional, it is easy to see that the finiteness of the type of 8(L) 
implies the periodicity of all ends of 8(L). Furthermore, if L is orientable with genus 
5 1 or nonorientable with genus 82, we can choose a nucleus N of L so that 
K’(N, 8N; W) f 0. Thus the following result is obtained as an immediate consequence 
of the above theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let L be an open two-manifold of finite type with genus 22 (Z 1 if 
L is orientable). Then L can be realized as a stable proper leaf of some C” foliated 
closed three-manifold. 
This corollary covers a great part of Theorem 1 of Cantwell-Conlon[l], but the 
methods of proof are quite different. Cantwell-Conlon proved their result by con- 
structing foliations concretely, while we apply Thurston’s theorem. 
We need to define one more notion, which was introduced by Nishimori[lO]. Let P 
be a compact manifold with boundary. We assume that the boundary 8P consists of 
connected components B,, Bz, N,, NZ, . . ., Nk (k 2 0) and that B, is diffeomorphic to 
B? by a diffeomorphism 4. Let f : [0, l] + [0, l/2] be an orientation preserving C” 
diffeomorphism which is infinitely tangent to the identity at 0 such that f(t) < t for 
0 < t 5 1. Denote by S the compact manifold with corner which is obtained from P x [0, l] 
by identifying (x, t) with (Q(t), f(t)) for x E B, and t E [O, 11. Let 7~ : P x [0, l] + S be the 
quotient map. Denote by ss the admissible foliation of S induced from the product 
foliation {P X {t}}oztz, of P X [O, 11. We call (S, ss) a staircase. T(B? x [l/2, 11). 
U t=, rr(N, X [O, 11). 4P X (0)) and r(P X (1)) are called the wall, the door, the floor and 
the ceiling of S respectively. 
Now we begin to prove Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. Let L be an open manifold which satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. 
Let r be the nonnegative integer such that g”‘(L) # cb and S”‘““(L) = 4. Then 8(L) is 
a disjoint union of the subsets 8’, i = 0, 1,. . . . r. where 8’ = 8”‘(L) - %‘i”‘(L). 
We see that %” is a finite set. Let k be the cardinality of 8’ and let 8’ = 
{e,. e?. . . . el}. Since ei, is periodic for each i,, = 1, 2, . . . , k, there are I/,, and fi,l such 
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that e6 = [U,, fa]. By taking a smaller one if necessary, we may assume that U,‘s are - 
pairwise disjoint. Let P, = U,- fb( Ud, i0 = 1, 2, . . . , k. P, is a period of eio. Let 
PO= L- 1”1 U,. 
i,= I 
Next we consider $5-l. By the choice of P,, we see that 8”-“(P,,J is a finite set for 
each&=O,l,..., k. Let k(i,) be the cardinality of 8”-“(P,) and let 
%“-“(PJ = {eiol, eb2, . . . , egkchJ. 
Then we see that %‘-I consists of the ends ebi,‘s defined above and their copies.by the 
iterates of fb’s. Namely 
i0=1,2,...,k 
i, = 1,2, . . . 3 k(h) . 
n,EN t 
Since ei,i, is periodic for each i. = 0, 1,. . . , k and i, = 1,2, . . . , k(6), there are I-J,,,, and 
f&i, such that ei,,i, = [ Uhi,, fbi,]. Without 10~s of generality we may assume that V+,i,‘s are 
pairwise disjoint and contained in Int P,. Let Phi, = Vhi, -fei,( UhiJ and let PhO = 
k(i,) 
P,- in, U,i,. If we continue this process repeatedly, we can define k(i,,i, . . . i,_,), 
I 
Goi, i,~ Ui,,i,, i,, fi,,i, i,, and Pi,i,, i,, for each Y = 0, 1, . . . , r, satisfying the 
following properties. 
(1) @-“‘(Pioil i,._,) is a finite (possibly empty) set with cardinality k(i,i, . . . i,._,) 
(2) 8”-“‘(P;,,i, i,,. ,) = lq,;, . ..i.._,i,.I 1 5 i, 5 k(i& . . . Ml. 
(3) %‘-“( = 8”-“‘(L) - k!?-““‘(L)) consists of e,,,i, , ,i,,‘s and their copies, i.e. 
i 
cf&,)~‘cfi,,i,)$’ . . . (fi,,!, i,._,)$‘ei,,. i,. 
gr-” = {e;,,i, i,.} u 
In p+r = 0 if i, = 0, 0 5 p 5 Y - 1 t 
(4) ei,,i, i,, = I ui+ i,.? fi,,i, ;,,I, where fli,,i, i,. ‘s are pairwise disjoint and contained in 
Int pi,,i, ..i,-,. 
(5) Pi,i, _,, i, = Ui,)i, ;,, - fi,,,, ., ;,( U,,i,. ,,,) for i, = 1, 2, . . . , MM . . L). 
kll,,i, i,. 1) 
(6) Pi,,,, ~,_,II = Pi,,,, i,, / - U ui,,i, i,. (Pi,,;, ,, _,o = Pi,,i,. i,, , if k(i,A . . . LJ = i,,= I 
0). 
Thus we have succeeded in describing all the elements of 8(L) systematically. 
Remark that Pm. .() is a nucleus of L. By the hypothesis of the theorem, we may 
assume without loss of generality that K’(P,, “, aPm .O; Iw) # 0. 
Let 9 be the set of sequences defined by 
! 
OS&Sk 
9 = I = (ioil . . . i,) 
0 5 i, 5 k(Q 
0 d i, 5 k(i,,i, . . . i,-,) 
We denote by 0 the sequence (00. . . 0) E 9. Define a map v:.9-+(0, I,.. .,r} by 
v(O)=0 and y(l)=” if Z=(i,,i ,... i,), i,.*O, and i,,=O for u+lip5r. For f= 
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(ioil . . . i,) and J = (j,)j, . . . jr) E 9, we write Z 4 J if v(Z) 9 v(J) - 1 and i, = j, for 
0 5 p 5 v(Z) - 1. Note that given _Z( f 0) E 9, there is a unique sequence Z E .9 such 
that Z _I J. For Z = (i,,i, . i,) ( * 0) E 9, we denote by I’ the sequence (i,,i, . . . i ,,,, ,). 
Then we see that 
aP0 = u au, 
JE 0 
0 4 J 
and aP, = a??. U f,,(du,.) U U au,,, I( f 0) E 4. 
JEI 
JiJ 
Let So = PO x [0, l] and let S,, I( f 0) E 9, be the staircase obtained from P, x [0, I] 
by identifying (x, t) with (f,(x), f(t)) for 31 E au,., and t E [O, I]. Then the wall of Sr, 
W(S,), is av,. x [l/2, 11 and the door of S,, D(S), is U au,, x [0, 11. 
JEI 
IiJ 
From the disjoint union U S,, we construct a connected manifold X with corner 
IE.9 
in the following way. Let [:[O, 1]+[1/2, 11 be the linear map t(t) = it + $. For each 
pair (Z, .Z) E 9’ with Z -/ Z, we define a map &J : dnJ’ X [0, I] ( C D(S,))+ W(SJ) 
(= auJs X [l/2, 11) by &J(x, t) = (x, t(t)) and attach Sr to SJ by &. We denote by X the 
resulting manifold U Sr/[rJ. Then every connected component of LX is concave and 
1E.P 
X has the admissible C” foliation 9x induced from ss,‘s. It is not difficult to show . 
that the leaf which contains P, x {l/2} is proper, stable and diffeomorphic to L. The 
restricted foliation 9xIa,,x is a product foliation. 
Let Y be the C” manifold with corner which is obtained from X by changing the 
differentiable structure at the corner so that LY becomes convex. More precisely, we 
change the differentiable structure of X at LX by the map k : RZ, + R 1_-) 
k(x,, . . . , x,-2, x,-j, x,) = (Xl, . . . ) x,-z, x”3 - 3x:-,x,, xi_, - 3x,_,x,*). If we attach X and 
Y along their boundaries, we obtain a compact C” manifold without boundary (in this 
sense, Y may be called the “counterpart” of X to make a double). Let a,,,Y and &,Y 
be the subsets of aY corresponding to a,,,X and &,X respectively. 
We define a foliation Fu on an open neighborhood U of 8Y as follows. Choose a 
smooth submersion h : U + R such that each connected component of &,,Y is sent by 
h to a point and that h] A,,Y is transverse to R. Define 9t; to be a foliation which is 
obtained by pulling back a trivial codimension one foliation of R by h. 
We choose a nonsingular vector field %Lr on U which is transverse to 9” and 
tangent to &,Y. Let aII,Y (resp. ap,“,‘Y) be the part of &,,Y where %,,, points inward 
(resp. outward). Then we can observe that a&Y is diffeomorphic to the connected 
manifold obtained from the disjoint union of all the ceilings.of S,‘s(Z E 9) by pasting 
them along boundaries (by &J), and that 8P’iY is diffeomorphic to the disjoint union of 
all the floors of Sr’s, reversing the orientation of %?U if necessary. 
We want to extend %ti to a nonsingular vector field on Y. When the dimension of 
Y is odd, the necessary and sufficient condition for the extension is, by the 
Poincare-Hopf argument, that x(8:“,, Y)= x(a%Y). Fortunately it follows from the 
above observation that this condition is already satisfied. So we can extend %?Lr in this 
case. When the dimension of Y is even, the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
extension is that x(Y) = x(ap=‘Y). The manifold Y does not satisfy this condition 
generally. But from the above observation, we see that x(Y) = x(a~~~Y) mod 2. Since 
in an even-dimensional manifold, surgery operations can alter the Euler characteristic 
by 22. by performing a finite number of surgeries in Int Y we can obtain a new 
manifold Y’ such that a neighborhood of aY’ in Y’ is diffeomorphic to a neighbor- 
hood of aY in Y and that x(Y’)= x(a~~~Y’). Hence we can extend %‘,_, to a 
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nonsingular vector field ‘on Y’. For simplicity we again denote the new manifold 
Y’ by Y. 
We denote by % a nonsingular vector field on Y which is an extension of yt., the 
existence of which is guaranteed by the above argument. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let Y, Z and gU be as above. Then there exists a nice Haejliger 
structure % of Y such that X agrees with pU on a neighborhood of aY. 
Proof. Let E be the line bundle determined by %. Then E is a subbundle of TY. 
Since E is oriented, there is a trivialization E = Y x R. We define a foliation H of E 
by {Y x {t&R via this trivialization. Let V be an open collar neighborhood of aY 
which is contained in U. We identify V with 8Y X [O, 1) by some diffeomorphism. 
Let c: Y -*R be a C” function such that c(ayx[0,1131 = 1, c\~_;,~~~,~.~~~,= 0 and O< 
c(~~~(,,~,~,~)< 1. We define a cross section s of E by 
s(x) = I CT h(x>c(x)) x E U (x3 0) XE u, 
where h : f-J-G% is the function defining 9 ,_,. Then it is easy to see that (E, s, H, the 
inclusion map) defines a nice Haefliger structure. Moreover, on c(aY x [0, l/3]), s is 
transverse to W and s*H = 9” as desired. Thus the lemma is proved. 
In order to apply Theorem 2.3 to the manifold Y and the Haefliger structure % of 
Y obtained above, it suffices to verify that each connected component of a,,,Y 
satisfies the required cohomology condition. As observed before, J,,,Y consists of the 
following. connected components: PO, the floors F,‘s of S,‘s (I( d 0) E 9), and the 
manifold C obtained from the union of all the ceilings of &‘s (I E 9) by gluing each 
other along their boundaries. Since PO is a nucleus of L, it follows from the hypothesis 
of the theorem that K’(Po, dPo; R) f 0. By the definition of staircases and the Poincark 
Duality Theorem, we see that K’(F,, aF,; W) f 0 for I( f 0) E 9. By the excision 
property and the fact that K’(Po, dPo; R) f 0, we see that K’(C, K’; R) f 0. 
Thus applying Theorem 2.3, we see that there exists an admissible C” foliation 
which coincides with 9” near aY. Let us denote this foliation by 3,. 
If we glue (X, 9,) and (Y, 9,) together along their boundaries, we have a 
transversely orientable C” codimension one foliation 9 = 9X CI 9~ on a closed C” 
manifold M = X U Y. Since (X, 9,) has a stable proper leaf diffeomorphic to L and is 
contained in (M, 9) as a submanifold, it follows obviously that (A& 9) also has a 
stable proper leaf diffeomorphic to L. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
54. CONSTRUCTING THE PERIODIC PART 
The rest of this paper is devoted to the construction of a counterexample to the 
GRS conjecture. In $4 and $5 we will construct certain admissible foliations on 
manifolds with corner and in $6 we will glue them along their transverse boundaries 
to yield a foliation on a noncompact manifold with boundary. In $7 we will realize it 
in a closed foliated manifold, which will complete the construction. 
Consider the group G presented as follows; 
( I 
y ‘cV;y = (Yjcl 
G = % Pi- Yti E z+) pi;,pipi_, = aj,, (i E Z+)) 
Then we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. There is a noncompact C” four-manifold C with boundary which 
satisfies the following properties :
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(1) n,(C) is isomorphic to G. 
(2) aC is difleomorphic to S’ x S’ and i#(a generator) = q, where i : aC + C is the 
inclusion map and i,: n,(aC)+ n,(C) the homomorphism induced from i. 
(3) C has only one end, which is periodic. 
Proof. Let [U. f] be the end of S’ x R'. Choose disjoint small disks Do and Eo in 
U -f(u) and let Di = f’(D,,) and Ei = f’(E,). Denote by A the manifold obtained from 
S1 x R3 by forming connected sums with countably many copies of S’ X S’ at Di and 
E,‘s (i f Z,), and denote by V the subset of A obtained from U. Let g be an extension 
of flU_UD,_UE, to V. Then [V, g] is the unique end of A. It follows easily from van 
Kampen’s theorem that r,(A) is the free group generated by ai, pi (i E Z,), and y, 
where LY~ (resp. p,. y) corresponds to a generator of the fundamental group of the copy 
of S’ X S3 at Di (resp. the COPY of S’ X S3 at Ei, S’ X R’). 
Choose embedded loops PO and Q. in V (CA) such that 
(1) the free homotopy classes represented by these loops are y-‘cxaya;’ and 
P&$,6’ respectively, and that 
(2) P,,, g(P& g’(P&. . . , Qo, g(Qo), g2(Qo), . . . are pairwise disjoint. 
Set Pi = g’(P,J and Qi = g’(Q,J. Then we see that the free homotopy classes 
represented by Pi and Q, are y-‘aiya;+!I and p~~,pipi+,,lr;l, respectively. Perform 
surgeries and kill off these homotopy classes (i.e. Remove small tubular neighbor- 
hoods of the loops and attach copies of D’x S’ along the boundaries). Then the 
resulting manifold B has a fundamental group isomorphic to G. Furthermore, it 
follows from the choice of the loops Pi and Qi that the end of B is periodic. 
Let I be an embedded loop in B representing (Ye. We denote by C the manifold 
obtained from B by removing a small open tubular neighborhood of 1. Then we see 
that C satisfies all the properties required in the proposition. Thus the proof is 
completed. 
Let Z denote the closed unit interval [0, 11. Let Diff;Z denote the group consisting 
of all orientation preserving C” diffeomorphisms of 1. 
For f E Diff:Z, the support of f is the closure of the set {x E IIf # x} and is 
denoted by supp f. Define the subset N of DiffYZ by setting 
N = 
f (1) supp f is connected and contained in Int I. 
f E Diff+l (2) f(x) <x if x E Int supp f. I 
We fix an arbitrary element f. E N. We regard S’ x 1 as the quotient space of Z x Z 
obtained by identifying (0, x) with (1, fO(x)), x E 1. The product foliation (I x {x}),,, of 
I x Z induces, by passing to the quotient space, a C^ foliation of S’ x I. We denote this 
foliation by Y’pcfo> and call it a suspension of fo. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. There exists a C” foliation Fc of C x Z satisfying the following 
properties : 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Fc is transverse to the I-factor. 
9c is tangent to C x az. 
(aC x I, S,l,,,,) is difleomorphic to (S’ x I x S’, Ycfo) x S’). 
%‘(C x (0)) = {id}. 
%T’(C x (0)) is not locally trivial (and hence by Theorem 
stable). 
Before the proof we observe the following fact. 
1.3, C x (0) is not 
Definition 4.3. Let (Y, p E N. Let supp (Y = [a, b] and supp p = [c, dl. We say that cy 
is almost conjugate to p if there are diffeomorphisms 6: (a neighborhood of a)+ (a 
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neighborhood of c) and rlr: (a neighborhood of b)+(a neighborhood of d) such that 
6-‘@$ = (Y in a neighborhood of a and that t!I-‘prlr = cx in a neighborhood of b. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let cy, p E N. Let supp (Y = [a, b] and supp p = [c. d]. .4ssume that (Y 
is almost conjugate to p and that supp /3 < supp CY (i.e. if x E supp p and y E supp CY. 
then x < y). Then for any small positive numbers S,, & and 6?, there e.yist difleomor- 
phisms y E iV and fl E N satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) y and fi are both almost conjugate to p. 
(2) supp s = supp P. 
(3) supp y = [c - S,, b + S,]. 
(4) y-‘fly = a. 
(5) if b(x) # p(x), then 0 < x - c < &. 
Proof. Let C#I and + be as in Definition 4.3. Take a point 5 in the domain of d such 
that 0 < pp~~-p(~) - c < S?, where p is a positive integer such that a-“(<) is contained 
in the domain of +. For 4 5 x 5 b, define y(x) by V(X) = /3p$a:~p(x). Since c < y(5) and 
lim 4(x) = c, we can take a point v such that a < YJ <t and 6(q) < y(E). For 
L-.0 
a S x S 77, define y(x) by y(x) = d(x). Then we can extend these definitions of y(x) to 
obtain a diffeomorphism y which belongs to N, is almost conjugate to p. and satisfies 
the condition (3) of the lemma. Define fi by fi = yay-‘. Then it is readily seen that all 
the conditions required in Lemma 4.4 are satisfied. This proves the lemma. 
Now we begin the proof of Proposition 4.2. First we construct a homomorphism 
@ : G -+ DiffX. 
Take as @(a”) the diffeomorphism f,, fixed before. And take as Q(y) an element of 
iV such that suppfo is contained in a fundamental open interval (@(y)(t). t) for some 
point t E I. We define @(ai), i 2 1, by @(ai) = Q(y)-‘@(c~)@(y)‘. 
0 @(r)(t) - t 1 
Fig. I. 
Next we define @(pi) by induction on i. Let h,, = @((Y,,). If we apply Lemma 4.4 to 
@(a,) and ho, we can choose diffeomorphisms h, E N and @(PO) E N satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) h;‘@(po)h = @(a,). 
(2) SUPP W3,J = SUPP h. 
(3) supp h, < supp @(cy:). 
Let i -2 I. Assume that for each j ( _’ i) we have defined II,. , E N and @(/I$) E N 
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satisfying the following condition P(j): 
(1) hF+!l@(pj)hj+l = @(ffj+l). 
p(j), (2) SUPP @UU = SUPP hi. 
(3) SUpp hj+\ < SUpp Waj+d. 
(4) @(Pj)-‘@(Pj-II@ = @(aj)* 
Then applying Lemma 4.4 to @(ai+,) and hi, we can choose diffeomorphisms hi+, E N 
and @(pi) E N satisfying the condition P(i), which completes the inductive definition. 
We impose the following additional condition on the behavior of @(pi) when i tends to 
infinity. 
(5) lim inf Supp @(pi) = 0. 
i-0 
” _ 
Fig. 2. 
Thus we have defined @(ai), I and Q(y). We see that this definition extends to 
a well defined homomorphism @: G +DiffTl (hi’s are merely intermediates and are 
unnecessary to define @). We summarize the properties of @ in the following. 
LEMMA 4.5. There exists a homomorphism 0: G + DiffT1 satisfying the following 
properties :
(1) @‘(al) = fo. 
(2) For each g E G, supp Q(g) C Int I. 
(3) OE & suPP@(g). 
As is well known, we can construct from @ a foliation 9c of C x I as follows. Let 
4, be the product foliation {c x {t}} - fE1 of C x I, where c is the universal covering 
space of C. We introduce an equivalence relation - on c x I by (x, t) - (gx, @(g)(t)), 
x E c’, t E I, g E G, where G (E-,(C)) acts on c as the covering transformation 
group. Then the quotient space c x I/- is diffeomorphic to C x I and $@= induces a 
foliation on C x I, which we denote by 9~. We call Cp the total holonomy homomorphism 
for ~9~ The foliation pc obviously satisfies the properties (1) and (2) in Proposition 4.2. 
The properties (3)-(5) of SC correspond to the properties (l)-(3) of Q in Lemma 4.5 
respectively. Therefore .FFc satisfies all the required properties, completing the proof of 
Proposition 4.2. 
IS. CONSTRUCTING THE NUCLEAR PART 
In this section we prove the following. 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. There is a compact five-manifold W \cith corner and an ad- 
missible C’ foliation 9, satisfying the following properties: 
(1) AU the connected components of LW are convex. 
(2) &W is difleomorphic to S’ x I x S’ and a,,,w consists of two connected 
components Low and L’w such that aLoW = S’ x (0) x S’ and ,!tL,” = S’ x (1) x S’. 
(3) C&W, 9wla,,w) is foliation-preseruingfy difleornorphic to (S’ x I x s’. 
Y(f”) x S?. 
(4) i,“,: T,(~L,,~)+ rI(Low) is a zero map and iw ,*: 7r,(8LIw)+ 7r!(L’“) is an in- 
jectiue map, where ikw : dLkW + Lkw, k = 1 or 2, are the natural inclusion maps. 
(5) X(&W) is trivial. 
Proof. Let (S’ x D’, 9,) be the Reeb component. We consider the foliation 
(S’ X D’ x S2, sFR x S’). If x0 is a point of S’, T = S’ x {0} x {x,,} is a closed transversal 
to TFR X S’. We do the standard modification along T and remove the interior of the 
resulting Reeb component R. The direction of spin along 8R is assumed to be chosen 
to be opposite to that along the old boundary leaf S’ x JD’ x S’. Denote the resulting 
foliation by (D, 9&. 
Let y. be a point of S’. Then there is an embedding 8 : S’ x I --f D such that 
(1) e(S’ x (1)) = (~01 x aD2 x (x01, 
(2) B(S’ x {0}) is contained in aR, and 
(3) 0 is transverse to FD. 
In fact, we have only to take 0 standardly so that 0(S’ x I) is contained in 
{YOI X D2 x {x01. 
Remove an open tubular neighborhood of 0 from D and denote the resulting 
admissible foliation by (E, 9,). We see that &E is diffeomorphic to S’ x I x S’ and 
that &la,+ is diffeomorphic to the product foliation {S’ x {t} x S’},E,. Moreover &,,E 
consists of two connected components aoE and a,E such that && is diffeomorphic to 
S’ X S3 - (a tubular neighborhood of {yo} x S’) and that a,E is diffeomorphic to 
S’ X S’ X S2 - (a tubular neighborhood of {yo} X S’ X {x0}). Note that e(S’ x (0)) is homo- 
topic to zero in JOE and that 0(S’ x (1)) is homotopic to a generator of 
r’(a’E)=Z@Z’. 
Let (a’E X I, 9’) be the C” foliation transverse to the I-factor which is determined 
by the total holonomy homomorphism 9:rr,(a,E)-+DiffZI such that 
*(@(s’ x Cl}>> = f 0 and *(the other generator) = id. We obtain the desired foliation 
(W, 9~) by attaching (alE x I, 9,) and f&E x I, {&E x {t}liEI) to (E, 9,) along the 
corresponding boundaries. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
16. GLUING 
Let (C X I, 9~) be the foliation in Proposition 4.2 and (W, SW) the foliation in 
Proposition 5.1. By (3) of Proposition 4.2 and (3) of Proposition 5.1, we see that 
(8C x I, 9&X,) is foliation-preservingly diffeomorphic to (&,W, SwI,q,rW). Let 4 be 
the foliation-preserving diffeomorphism between these. We glue these by 4 and 
obtain a C’ foliation (V, 9,) = (C x I, gc) U( W, 9,). We summarize the properties of 
(V, 9,) in the following. 
d 
PROPOSITION 6.1. There is a noncompact C” manifold V with boundary and a C” 
foliation 9, satisfying the following properties: 
(1) aV consists of two connected components L,, und L,. 
(2) 9” is tangent to 8V. 
(3) nl(Lo) is finitely generated. 
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(4) 8(L,,) consisrs of a single periodic end and the nucleus N of Lo can be chosen 
so that K ‘(N, FIN: W) # 0. 
(5) X(L,,) is trivial. 
(6) X.??(L,,) is not locally trivial (and hence L,, is not stable). 
Proof. Properties (1), (2), (S), (6) and the first half of (4) are immediate from 
Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 5.1. We prove (3) and the second half of (4). 
Lo = C U &E and C n &E is diffeomorphic to S’ x S’. Let i : C II &,E + C and 
j : C n a,E + &E be the inclusion maps. Denote by i, and j# the induced homomor- 
phisms between fundamental groups. By Propositions 4.1 and 5.1 we see that i, (a 
generator) = a0 and that j+ is a zero map. It follows from this fact and van Kampen’s 
theorem that n,(L,,) is isomorphic to a free group of rank two, and in particular finitely 
generated. Set N = &E. Then an easy computation shows that K’(N, aN; Iw) = iw f 0. 
Thus Proposition 6.1 is proved. 
87. REALIZING THE FOLIATION IN A COMPACT MANIFOLD 
All the foliations obtained in the previous sections of this paper were of class C’. 
But the foliation which we will construct in this section will be only of class Co (more 
precisely it will be a C” foliation with C” leaves). 
In this section we prove the following theorem, which is the main result of this 
paper. 
THEOREM 7.1. There exist a closed C” manifold M and a Co codimension one 
foliation 9 of M such that 9 has a proper leaf Lo satisfying the following properties: 
(1) n,(L,,) is finitely generated. 
(2) X(L,) is trioial. 
(3) Xe9(Lo) is not locally trivial (hence Lo is not stable). 
Proof. By part (4) of Proposition 6.1, the manifold Lo that we constructed in §6 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2. It follows that there exist a closed C” 
manifold 2 and a C” foliation & of Z having a stable proper leaf diffeomorphic to Lo. 
Let U be an open saturated neighborhood of Lo foliated as a product. Note that 
a(Z - U) consists of two copies of Lo. 
Let (V, 9,,) be the foliation in Proposition 6.1. Let (DV, D?Fv) be a double of 
(V,$!.) obtained from two copies of (V, 9,) by attaching them along L,. Then aDV 
also consists of two copies of Lo. 
Since a(Z - U) = aDV, we can glue Z - U and DV along their boundaries and 
obtain a closed C” manifold M. We see that 9 = ~~lz_U U D.& gives a foliated 
structure of M (although the differentiability of 9 becomes only C@), because D9, is 
transverse to the I-factor outside a compact set. It is clear that (M, 9) satisfies (l-3). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
5 8. PROBLEMS 
To conclude, we give some problems which are left unsolved in this paper. 
Problem 8.1. Is there a C’ (r 2 1) counterexample to the GRS conjecture? 
Remurk. We easily see that there cannot exist any C” counterexample (see [3 or 91). 
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Problem 8.2. Is there a counterexample of a simply connected leaf? 
Problem 8.3. Is there a four-dimensional counterexample? 
As for the realization problem, we pose the following. 
Problem 8.4. Find a way to realize manifolds of nonfinite type (or with nonperiodic 
ends). 
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